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Reviewers’ Comments to Original Submission 

Reviewer 1: Thomas Mücke

Jul 05, 2017

Reviewer Recommendation Term: Accept with Minor Revision
Overall Reviewer Manuscript Rating: 87

Custom Review Questions Response
Is the subject area appropriate for you? 5 - High/Yes
Does the title clearly reflect the paper’s content? 5 - High/Yes
Does the abstract clearly reflect the paper’s content? 4
Do the keywords clearly reflect the paper’s content? 4
Does the introduction present the problem clearly? 4
Are the results/conclusions justified? 4
How comprehensive and up-to-date is the subject matter presented? 4
How adequate is the data presentation? 4
Are units and terminology used correctly? 4
Is the number of cases adequate? 4
Are the experimental methods/clinical studies adequate? 4
Is the length appropriate in relation to the content? 5 - High/Yes
Does the reader get new insights from the article? 4
Please rate the practical significance. 4
Please rate the accuracy of methods. 4
Please rate the statistical evaluation and quality control. 4
Please rate the appropriateness of the figures and tables. 4
Please rate the appropriateness of the references. 4
Please evaluate the writing style and use of language. 4
Please judge the overall scientific quality of the manuscript. 4
Are you willing to review the revision of this manuscript? Yes 

 Open Access. ©2017 Seifert L.B., et al., published by De Gruyter.  This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution- 
NonCommercial-NoDerivs 4.0 License.
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Comments to Authors:

The authors of the current manuscript aimed to evaluate differences between medical and dental students performing a special training 
course. The study is interesting and innovative. I would like to raise some queries: 
1) Were both study groups taught simultaneously or in different courses? 
2) I would be interested in the reason for the results of both study groups. I believe that dentistry students need the courses for their 
studies, but medical students do not. Is this correct? If so, please mention this in the discussion under possible confounder variable.  
In conclusion, the presented study is well conducted and should be published. I recommend minor revisions.

Reviewer 2: anonymous

Jun 25, 2017

Reviewer Recommendation Term: Accept with Minor Revision
Overall Reviewer Manuscript Rating: N/A

Custom Review Questions Response
Is the subject area appropriate for you? 4
Does the title clearly reflect the paper’s content? 4
Does the abstract clearly reflect the paper’s content? 4
Do the keywords clearly reflect the paper’s content? 4
Does the introduction present the problem clearly? 4
Are the results/conclusions justified? 4
How comprehensive and up-to-date is the subject matter presented? 5 - High/Yes
How adequate is the data presentation? 4
Are units and terminology used correctly? 4
Is the number of cases adequate? 5 - High/Yes
Are the experimental methods/clinical studies adequate? 3
Is the length appropriate in relation to the content? 4
Does the reader get new insights from the article? 4
Please rate the practical significance. 4
Please rate the accuracy of methods. 3
Please rate the statistical evaluation and quality control. 3
Please rate the appropriateness of the figures and tables. 3
Please rate the appropriateness of the references. 3
Please evaluate the writing style and use of language. 4
Please judge the overall scientific quality of the manuscript. 3
Are you willing to review the revision of this manuscript? Yes 

Comments to Authors:
Nice paper on undergraduate medical / dental education. The authors should discuss the effect of applying different OSCE elements for MS 
and DS.

Authors’ Response to Reviewer Comments
Jul 12, 2017

Dear Editors and Reviewers of ‘Innovative Surgical Sciences’,  
thank you for reviewing our manuscript ISS-2017-0032 entitled:  
Undergraduate medical students need more training in cranio-maxillofacial-surgery  
 
We highly appreciate your valuable comments and helpful suggestions made to improve our manuscript.  
Please find enclosed the revised manuscript incorporating all your comments and suggestions. The changes are highlighted in red color. 
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The changes are additionally commented point-by-point below.  
 
We hope that with your help our manuscript now fits all the requirements in order to be accepted in ‘Innovative Surgical Sciences’.  
 
If you have further questions, we will be happy to answer you as soon as possible.  
 
With best regards,  
Sincerely   
 
Reviewer #1
1) Were both study groups taught simultaneously or in different courses?  
 
Thank you very much for your time and review! Both groups were taught at different times of the year depending on the curriculum of dental 
and medical students. There was no significant difference in the time between CMF training and the CMF OSCE for dental and medical stu-
dents. The OSCE was performed around two to eight weeks after the initial CMF training. This time gap was unavoidable since training was 
performed in small groups over the course of the semester. We added this information in the papers method section.  
 
2) I would be interested in the reason for the results of both study groups. I believe that dentistry students need the courses for their 
studies, but medical students do not. Is this correct? If so, please mention this in the discussion under possible confounder variable.  
In conclusion, the presented study is well conducted and should be published. I recommend minor revisions.  
 
The learning objectives and practical skills that were examined in this study were chosen because they are represented for both medical and 
dental students in the national competency based learning objective catalogue (14,15). In Frankfurt medical students and dental students 
have to complete basically the same CMF training as part of their curricula training, so we hypnotized that there would be no differences 
between medical and dental students.  
 
Reviewer #2
Nice paper on undergraduate medical / dental education. The authors should discuss the effect of applying different OSCE elements for MS 
and DS.  
 
Thank you very much for your time and Review. We added the following sentence to the papers limitation section: “The different structure of 
the CMF OSCE for DS and MS might also be a limitation to this study. Beside completing a CMF OSCE scenario MS also had to perform OSCE 
scenarios in other surgical fields too and therefore could not focus exclusively on CMF topics in their preparation for the OSCE.”

Reviewers’ Comments to Revision 

Reviewer 1: Thomas Mücke

Jul 16, 2017

Reviewer Recommendation Term: Accept
Overall Reviewer Manuscript Rating: 75

Custom Review Questions Response
Is the subject area appropriate for you? 5 - High/Yes
Does the title clearly reflect the paper’s content? 4
Does the abstract clearly reflect the paper’s content? 4
Do the keywords clearly reflect the paper’s content? 4
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Does the introduction present the problem clearly? 4
Are the results/conclusions justified? 4
How comprehensive and up-to-date is the subject matter presented? 4
How adequate is the data presentation? 4
Are units and terminology used correctly? 4
Is the number of cases adequate? 4
Are the experimental methods/clinical studies adequate? 4
Is the length appropriate in relation to the content? 4
Does the reader get new insights from the article? 4
Please rate the practical significance. 4
Please rate the accuracy of methods. 4
Please rate the statistical evaluation and quality control. 4
Please rate the appropriateness of the figures and tables. 4
Please rate the appropriateness of the references. 5 - High/Yes
Please evaluate the writing style and use of language. 4
Please judge the overall scientific quality of the manuscript. 4
Are you willing to review the revision of this manuscript? Yes 

Comments to Authors:
The authors gave appropriately information after the first review. I recommend publication of the manuscript in its current form.

Reviewer 2: anonymous

Jul 13, 2017

Reviewer Recommendation Term: Accept
Overall Reviewer Manuscript Rating: N/A

Custom Review Questions Response
Is the subject area appropriate for you? 4
Does the title clearly reflect the paper’s content? 4
Does the abstract clearly reflect the paper’s content? 4
Do the keywords clearly reflect the paper’s content? 4
Does the introduction present the problem clearly? 4
Are the results/conclusions justified? 4
How comprehensive and up-to-date is the subject matter presented? 4
How adequate is the data presentation? 4
Are units and terminology used correctly? 4
Is the number of cases adequate? 4
Are the experimental methods/clinical studies adequate? 4
Is the length appropriate in relation to the content? 4
Does the reader get new insights from the article? 4
Please rate the practical significance. 3
Please rate the accuracy of methods. 3
Please rate the statistical evaluation and quality control. 3
Please rate the appropriateness of the figures and tables. 3
Please rate the appropriateness of the references. 4
Please evaluate the writing style and use of language. 3
Please judge the overall scientific quality of the manuscript. 3
Are you willing to review the revision of this manuscript? No: Accept
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-


